
#

23

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5093 212 4.58 N/A N/A N/A 34 6.91 4.11 109 N/A

12th year 5-time pro bowl veteran RB who has started 174 of 188 games, including post-season, 2nd season in OC Rod

Chudzinski’s Air Coryell offense utilizing both Gap and Zone blocking schemes. Oldest starting NFL RB (34). Possesses

good weight and adequate height along a sturdy frame with a thick lower half displaying solid overall AA with good

balance, solid short area quickness and lateral agility, and adequate explosiveness. Displays elite mental processing,

head is constantly on a swivel pre-snap reading defensive alignments, quickly detects defensive movements post-snap

and displays elite vision, good play speed, and good burst within the tackles in both Gap and Zone schemes, capitalizes on

his smaller height hiding and staying tight behind blockers, very decisive to the hole, gets ahead of his Down blockers

during Gap run concepts while still utilizing enough patience to read his lead FB/puller during Power runs, presses LOS

reading his blockers leverages vs. defenders to execute the optimal cut during Zone run concepts, especially one-cuts

during Inside Zone runs. Displays very good finish ability and play strength, can carry a pile, consistently maintains

balance through contact and finishes runs forward with his naturally low center of gravity and punishing leg drive

stemming from very good lower body strength, especially within the trenches and when he lowers his helmet. Displays

elite competitive toughness, aggressive runner that never shies away from contact and is very reliable on critical short-

yard conversions, especially for someone his size. Good blocker, anchors pocket fearlessly giving his QB time to throw,

explodes from his hips utilizing low leverage and drives his hands in the pass rushers chestplate stopping bigger sized

DB’s and average sized LB’s in their tracks.  Good ball security, keeps ball tight against his solar plexus before anticipating 

contact, 0 fumbles when ball is covered with both hands through contact to the ground. Good in passing game, primarily

utilized as a checkdown (Swing, Flat, and Sit routes) and got Screen looks throughout the season, creates separation vs.

solid LB’s in Man Coverage catching the ball away from his body with good hands and enough balance to gather himself

and maintain forward momentum to create yards after the catch. Saw limited looks on runs outside the tackles out of

both Gap and Zone schemes (Outside Zone, Toss, Swing) and as an intermediate/long route receiving back (angle, wheel,

or seam routes), lack of home-run threat ability, age was evident displaying adequate explosiveness, burst, and long

speed to separate and beat out good or better defenders to the sideline. Overall, a bruising 2-down starting veteran RB

that excels in both Gap or Zone run schemes inside the tackles with his elite mental processing, vision, and very good

finish ability. Lacks explosiveness, burst, and long speed to be consistently effective on outside runs and as a 3rd and

long receiving back, especially at his age. 

KEY STATS 5x Pro Bowler, 8th All-Time Rushing Leader (Highest Active Player), 1,000 rushing yards in 9 out 

of 12 seasons, Averaged at least 4 rushing yards per attempt in all but 2 seasons, At least 200 

rushing attempts in all but 1 season, Highest catch rate (80.9%) and most receiving touchdowns 

(4) of career in 2016. 

MEASURABLES

BEST Mental Processing, Vision, Competitive Toughness, Inside Runs, Finish/YAC 

WORST Explosiveness, Long Speed, Outside Runs, 3rd & Long Receiving Back 

 PROJECTION

Bruising 2-down starting veteran RB that excels in both Gap or Zone run schemes inside the 

tackles with his elite mental processing, vision, and very good finish ability. Lacks explosiveness, 

burst, and long speed to be consistently effective on outside runs and as a 3rd and long receiving 

back, especially at his age.  

SCHEME FIT
Run heavy offense utilizing inside runs (power, inside zone) out of both Gap/Zone blocking 

schemes. 

SUMMARY

TAPES VIEWED 2016: SD 9/25, @HOU 10/16, @GB 11/6, @NYJ 12/5, @MIN 12/18

INJURIES

2002: Torn Left ACL (Out, Pre-Season, Missed rest of Year), 2003: Torn Right ACL (Out, Week 3, 

Missed rest of Year), 2004: No Injuries, 2005: Groin (Out, Week 10 & 11), Left & Right Shoulder 

Surgeries (Post-Season), 2006: No Injuries, 2007: Broken Bone in Right Hand (Out, Training Camp, 

Missed Pre-Season), High Right Ankle Sprain (Out, Week 8), 2008: Sprained Left Ankle, (Out, 

Weeks 14 & 15), 2009: High Right Ankle Sprain (Out, Weeks 4 & 5), 2010: Surgery on Fractured 

Right Hip (Out, Week 11, Missed rest of year), 2011: Knee Strain (Played, Week 5), Right Ankle 

Sprain (Played, Week 9), Right Knee Strain (Played, Week 10) 2012: Bruised Ribs (Played, Week 

7), 2013: Right Ankle Sprain (Played, Week 14), 2014: Concussion (Week 15, Played) 2015: Right 

Foot Sprain (Played, Week 5), Right High Ankle Sprain (Played, Week 11) 2016: No Injuries 

Miami (FLMI)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

188 174 98 52% RB

05 - 3rd - SF SAN FRANCISCO 49ers

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

RB Gore, Frank 5/14/83 (34) Nazar, Sean
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